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Hemodynamic instability is a common sign in critically ill pa-

tients and its importance has been increasingly recognized

during the last 20 years. Indeed, It is now appreciated that an

adequate hemodynamic monitoring associated to reactive vig-

orous therapy is able to decrease the present ominous prognostic

sign. In this regard, the Journal of Clinical Monitoring and

Computing (JCMC) has become an ideal platform for pub-

lishing cardiovascular and hemodynamic monitoring-related

research, as reflected by an increasing number of articles related

to this topic and published in the recent years. To highlight this

new progress, the journal decided to print a review on some

papers published last year in the JCMC and related to cardiac

output monitoring and cardiovascular functions.

1 Evaluation of haemodynamic alterations and fluid

responsiveness

In the April issue, Yi Jo and colleagues investigated the big

issue of hypotension associated with the beach chair

position (BCP) during general anesthesia in forty healthy

adult patients undergoing elective arthroscopic shoulder

surgery [1]. Indeed, although fluid preloading with crys-

talloid or colloid fluids may alleviate the hemodynamic

consequences associated with the BCP during general

anesthesia, the present fluid therapy may possibly lead to

volume overload. In this regard, the authors investigated

whether hemodynamic variables obtained using the Flo-

Trac/Vigileo system, including mean arterial pressure and

stroke volume variations (SVV) could predict hypotension

in mechanically ventilated patients undergoing BCP [1].

Hypotension related to the BCP posture occurred in 37.5 %

of patients in this study and the authors found that in

contrast to post-induction value of SVV in mechanically

ventilated state, pre-induction SVV cannot predict hy-

potension associated with the BCP in this study [1]. These

results are related to the fact that dynamic indices are well-

known to predict fluid responsiveness only in controlled

mechanically ventilated patients as they strongly depend on

respiratory status. Interestingly, in the present study, pre-

induction values of CI and SVI before adopting the BCP

have been also found to be good predictors of hypotension

associated to the posture. And as highlighted by the au-

thors, these findings suggest that not only preload but also

preoperative cardiac performances might be the important

factors for the development of hypotension after a reposi-

tioning supine to the sitting during general anesthesia.

Functional hemodynamic monitoring has gained in-

creasing popularity in the hemodynamic management of

critically ill patients. It has been repeatedly demonstrated

that—in contrast to static preload parameters (such as

filling pressures or volumetric variables)—only dynamic

preload indicators (mainly derived from respiratory varia-

tions of arterial pressure) can reliably predict fluid re-

sponsiveness [2]. However, for the intraoperative period, it
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has recently been reported that due to the prevalence of

these limitations, monitoring of ventilation-induced pres-

sure variations is only applicable in approximately 40 % of

all patients undergoing surgery [3]. For patients being

treated on an intensive care unit (ICU), no data have been

available so far regarding the applicability of functional

hemodynamic monitoring. In the issue of June, Benes et al.

retrospectively reviewed 1296 patients admitted to their

ICU for a wide variety of diseases and over a time span of

5 years [4]. They found that within the first 24 h of treat-

ment, 549 patients (42.4%) fulfilled all ,,major‘‘-criteria for

the applicability of dynamic preload indicators (sedation,

absence of arrhythmias and controlled ventilation with a

tidal volume above 8 ml/kg). This proportion was evenly

distributed among sepsis (37 %), post cardiac arrest (39 %)

or postoperative (33 %) patients, with a slightly higher

proportion (51 %) in patients with polytrauma. Notably,

more than half of the patients in this review were ventilated

with tidal volumes [8 ml/kg, suggesting that the propor-

tion of patients in which dynamic preload indicators were

applicable would be even lower if concepts of lung-pro-

tective ventilation had been used more frequently. More-

over, in patients fulfilling the ,,major‘‘ criteria, there was a

high prevalence of ,,minor‘‘ limiting factors that could

further hamper the reliability of ventilatory-induced var-

iations in stroke volume: lack of an arterial catheter, use of

vasopressors and PEEP levels higher than 10 cmH2O.

While being criticized for the inappropriate use of per-

missive factors [5], the study demonstrates that the ap-

propriate use of dynamic preload indicators in the ICU

requires a high level of expertise and suspicion concerning

the existence of possible limitations to their use.

In the June issue of the Journal of Clinical Monitoring

and Computing, Dr. Vistisen and colleagues highlight the

failure of the variation in the pre-ejection period (PEP)

following deep breathing to predict the hemodynamic re-

sponse to controlled haemorrhage [6]. The present clinical

report may lead to the implication that this marker of hy-

povolemia should be overlooked in cases of spontaneous

ventilation. Interestingly, it might seem peculiar that the

authors found that it was impossible to demonstrate such a

predictive value. On a first reading, there are several open

questions arising from the study of Dr. Vistisen et al.;

perhaps the most important is the reason why the cyclic

change in the PEP (DPEP) was not able to predict the

stroke volume responses to controlled haemorrhage. In-

deed, it might seem strange that at the same time, the au-

thors demonstrate that whatever the deep breathing

frequency, this maneuver induces significant characteristic

fluctuations in the PEP values. Although, we may speculate

that a noisy pulse plethysmographic signal may make an

accurate assessment of the DPEP difficult [7]; in this regard

the methodology used by the authors is perfect. In short,

the message from this study is the lack of the ability of the

DPEP measurements to assess a preload dependency state

and to guide fluid therapy in spontaneously breathing pa-

tients. However, the present results should be interpreted

with caution as various methodological improvements

could significantly increase the reliability of this approach

combining deep breath and systolic time interval

measurements.

In the August issue of the Journal, the same authors, Dr.

Vistisen and colleagues proposed the idea that the occur-

rence of an extra systole could be a convenient preload

mechanism in animals ventilated with very low tidal vol-

ume (\6 ml/kg). In this regard, they used a paced porcine

hemorrhagic model, where they investigated the hemody-

namic effects of the post-ectopic beat versus the preceding

normal sinus beat to predict fluid responsiveness [8].

Studying as usual the variation in the pre-ejection period

(PEP), the authors demonstrated that the changes induced

by a ventricular extra systole on PEP (derived from the

arterial pressure curve or from the Pleth curve) was able to

predict stroke volume response to re-transfusion with

70–75 % sensitivity and specificity and reasonable ROC

areas around 0.8. Interestingly, in the present study the

authors found that pulse pressure variation related to ven-

tricular extra systole poorly predict fluid responsiveness.

They adequately explained the present finding by the fact

that pulse pressure is mainly affected by the declining di-

astolic pressure following the compensatory pause. How-

ever, as a secondary end-point the authors reported also a

curious result as they found that variables derived from

supra-ventricular extra systoles were not useful for fluid

responsiveness prediction, making the hypothesised

physiologic mechanism unclear regarding systolic time

intervals markers [8].

With another report on the impact of BCP on blood

circulation in patients undergoing elective arthroscopic

shoulder surgery, Zhu and colleagues reported in the edi-

tion of December, a very nice study on plethysmographic

(PPG) waveform changes analysis induced by BCP under

general anaesthesia [9]. The authors reported how a non-

invasive and continuous technique like a PPG signal

recorded from a commercial pulse oximeter is able to

monitor blood circulation of patients undergoing BCP.

Twenty-nine adults undergoing shoulder surgery were

monitored before and after beach chair positioning with

electrocardiogram, intermittent blood pressure, and photo-

plethysmograph via finger pulse oximeter. Frequency-do-

main analysis (Fast Fourier Transform) showed that

respiration-associated oscillations of the PPG increased

with beach chair positioning (decrease in venous return) in

the absence of vasoactive agents with a greater consistency

than simultaneously measured changes in BP and HR [9].

The present results are in line with the several studies
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having shown that changes in respiration associated

waveform oscillations of PPG during positive pressure

ventilation are valuable markers of blood volume status [7].

However, the change in posture for patients induced fewer

changes in the magnitude of oscillations of PPG related to

respiration when patients were under phenylephrine, sug-

gesting by the way, that a blood venous recruitment may

decrease the impact of this position on patient hemody-

namics. As usual, the present study highlights the redun-

dant clinical finding consisting in significant changes in

haemodynamic status not detected by heart rate and blood

pressure variations.

2 Cardiac output monitoring

During 2014 the Journal featured several articles on cardiac

output monitoring. Safe and easy to use cardiac output

monitoring remains one of the ‘‘yet to be achieved’’ goals

of clinical monitoring. Available techniques range from

indicator methods such as Fick and thermodilution, through

Doppler ultrasound applications, to surrogate methods such

as pulse contour analysis and bioimpedance. The Year in

Review for 2014 featured examples of all of them.

In the February edition Terada and colleagues reported

data validating the estimated continuous cardiac output

(esCCO) method in children undergoing renal transplant

[10]. The esCCO method is noninvasive and simple to use.

It measures cardiac output indirectly. Pulse wave transit

time (PWTT) is measured from the ECG and pulse

oximeter and used to estimate beat to beat stroke volume.

The technique is novel and has been recently incorporated

into a patient monitor (Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan). The

esCCO method has been well studied and validated by

Ishihara and colleagues from Japan [11]. The study is

unusual because densitometry using indocyanine green dye

dilution was used as the reference cardiac output method.

Perioperative readings were limited to just two, during and

after surgery, and thus trending ability could not be

assessed. Patient numbers were limited to 7 children and 10

adults, so the power of the study was poor. In the paediatric

cohort the percentage error against dye densitometry was

34 %, which is just above the benchmark of \30 % for

interchangeability, so results were promising [12]. In adults

the results were less good with a percentage error of 43 %.

It was assumed that dye densitometry had a similar preci-

sion as single bolus thermodilution the reference standard

to which most of the current statistical benchmarks in

cardiac output validation are set.

Wong and colleagues in the same edition provided a

more clinical report of cardiac output monitoring being

used to study the progress of children admitted to a hospital

for treatment of acute asthma [13]. The cardiac output

monitor used was the Aesculon, or portable version the

Icon (Cardiotronic Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) a hybrid

bioimpedance device. Rather than using the differential of

the transthoracic bioimpedance signal (dZ/dt) to derive

stroke volume the Aesculon uses the second derivative. A

study that used an animal flow probe model to investigate

the bioimpedance method showed that the second differ-

ential of the bioimpedance waveform, or acceleration index

(ACI), was better correlated to equivalent aortic flow probe

variables than was cardiac output (n = 16 dogs) [14],

providing some rational for the Aesculon’s new approach

to bioimpedance signal analysis. Wong and colleagues

studied 35 children, 11 of whom needed prolonged critical

asthma therapy. From initial high levels their cardiac out-

put readings returned to normal levels following treatment.

The trending of the haemodynamic variables in the 11

children who needed more intensive therapy was impres-

sive (Fig. 2). These authors were also able to relate cardiac

output increases to stress patterns seen on the ECG in the

more severe cases of asthma and suggested cardiac output

monitoring may be a better indicator of stress cardiomy-

opathy than traditional heart rate and blood pressure

changes.

USCOM-Window to the Circulation by Critchley and

Huang also in the February edition outlined how hand held

external Doppler can be used intraoperatively to monitor

cardiac output [15]. These authors based their report on a

single case of an elderly man having robotic surgery for

radical cystectomy. Their account provides a comprehen-

sive review of using suprasternal Doppler (USCOM Ltd.,

Sydney, Australia) intraoperatively. Compared to other

indirect methods of measuring cardiac output such as pulse

contour analysis, it is difficult to argue against Doppler

tracking changes in stroke volume and cardiac output re-

liably. However, Doppler is a very different technology to

use requiring a significant degree of user skill because

probes have to be manually focused to obtain optimum

scan data. Thus, the flow data obtained is only as good as

the operator who collects it. In Window to the Circulation

USCOM cardiac output readings were verified against a

second oesophageal Doppler method and good a correla-

tion between methods of r = 0.92 was found (Fig. 5). The

case itself demonstrates how significant changes in

haemodynamic status that could not be detected from heart

rate and blood pressure alone were detected by the

USCOM and displayed on its trend data screen. These flow

changes were related to intravenous fluid management. The

thorax is rich in flow signals other than the aortic outflow

signal from which cardiac output is derived. However,

advancing age and aortic unfolding can make the aortic

outflow signal difficult to detect and this point is demon-

strated by the case. The different types of signal arising

from within the thorax are also illustrated.
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Another aspect to measure cardiac output was suggested

in the August Issue by Ishihara and colleagues who used a

new non-invasive continuous cardiac output (CCO)

monitoring system called estimated continuous cardiac

output (esCCO) [16]. In the esCCO system, CCO is derived

by means of a conventional electrocardiogram (ECG)

monitor, peripheral pulse oximetry (SpO2) system, and

arterial pulse pressure [16]. The esCCO system uses a

mathematical equation to estimate stroke volume (SV) by

derivation from pulse wave transit time (PWTT); defined

as the sum of the pre-ejection period and the time taken for

pulse wave to travel from the ascending aorta to the

SpO2 probe site. However, because changes in systemic

vascular resistance (SVR) affect CCO measurement system

with arterial waveform analysis [17], in the present report,

the authors analysed the impact of SVR on the esCCO

system. Indeed, there have been no clinical studies on the

esCCO system concerning CCO estimation during changes

in SVR or on the impact of the time component of PWTT

on the estimation of CO. In the present paper, the authors

reported two retrospective analyses on two patients mon-

itored with both a CCO monitor derived data from a flow

directional pulmonary artery catheter (Swan-Ganz

CCOmbo CCO/SVO2, Baxter Healthcare, Edwards Cri-

tical Care Division, Irvine, CA) and the esCCO system

device. Inducing pharmacological changes in systemic

vascular resistance, the authors demonstrate a close rela-

tionship between each component of PWTT and SV during

changes in SVR [16]. There are however, several limita-

tions in this report, in addition to a very small sample size.

And the principal one precluding the use of the present

concept in the clinical setting is the potential mathematical

coupling existing between systolic time intervals, SV and

SVR.

In the issue of August, Saugel and colleagues investi-

gated a new non-invasive device able to measure cardiac

output on a new basis [18]. Using a sensor that is placed

over the radial artery, radial artery applanation tonometry

(AT) (Tensys Medical Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) samples

arterial pressure (AP) data at 160 Hz and generates an AP

waveform closely matching that obtained by arterial

catheterization [18]. On these AT derived pressure data,

Saugel et al. applied an autocalibrating algorithm for the

calculation of CO that is based on the analysis of a non-

linear mathematical model using 11 physiological input

vectors: gender, age, height, body weight, systolic, dias-

tolic and mean AP, pulse pressure (mmHg), beat-to-beat

interval, maximal slope within systole, dP/dtmax, and

systolic area. CO-values derived from this algorithm

showed a clinically acceptable level of agreement and a

percentage error of 23 % when compared to simultane-

ously obtained CO measured with pulse contour analysis

that was calibrated with transpulmonary thermodilution

immediately before the recording intervals. The study of

Saugel et al. demonstrates that pressure signals derived

from radial AT can be used to compute CO. As a non-

linear analysis of the complete AP curve underlies the

mathematical algorithm, this new CO-measurement tech-

nology is critically dependent upon an optimal AP wave-

form signal. Therefore, in this proof-of-concept pilot study,

data for the validation of AT-derived CO-measurements

were carefully selected by Saugel et al. to identify the most

accurate AP signals. The accuracy of this new technology

in unselected patients still remains to be investigated.

In the December edition Mattie and colleagues pre-

sented data validating a novel adaptation of the Fick

method using measurement of carbon dioxide [19]. The

technique was first described by Kim et al. in the 1960s

[20]. In ventilated patients following cardiac surgery pro-

longed expiratory phases (i.e. 15 s) were introduced using a

flow restrictor placed in the expiratory limb of the patient

ventilation circuit. Carbon dioxide rebreathing had previ-

ously been used, but utilizing a slightly different method, to

measure cardiac output in the 1990s by a device called the

NICO [21]. However, this system was too unstable because

it required regular breathing patterns to become widely

adopted into clinical practice. The technical aspects of

Kim’s method are of interest. However, the authors present

their data in an overelaborate way and seem to hide the

truth that the system is not sufficiently accurate to be

adopted clinically. There was no need for them to divide

patients into male and female groups. They also avoided

stating the true percentage error which is between 40–45 %

which is well above the benchmark of \30 % for inter-

changeability [12]. Thermodilution was used as the refer-

ence method. The study also lacks any data on trending

performance. The method may have excessive time delays

that would make trending impractical. However, the au-

thors’ regression plot (Fig. 3.) of CO(k) versus CO(td) does

suggest good concordance as cardiac output increases and

suggests good trending ability. Whether the method can be

refined to provide more reliable and accurate readings in

the future only time will tell.

3 Cardiac function

In the December edition Fayssoil and colleagues presented

a small albeit interesting study which looked at right ven-

tricular function in patients suffering from Pompe disease,

an uncommon glycogen storage disease [22]. Probably due

to the low incidence of the disease, patient numbers were

limited to 10 adults with late onset Pompe disease and

seven control patients, so the power of the study was poor.

While left ventricular function has been studied before and

found to be unaltered in adult Pompe patients [23], this is
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the first report on right ventricular function (RVF) in these

patients. RV dysfunction is of importance since it may

impair outcome, as it does in heart failure. RVF was

evaluated by 2D transthoracic echocardiography using

Doppler (including tissue Doppler) and tricuspid annular

plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) measurements. As with

left ventricular function, RVF was not altered. It has to be

mentioned, however, that RVF is difficult to assess due to

the complex structure and asymmetrical, crescent shape of

the right ventricle, especially by transthoracic 2D

echocardiography. More sophisticated methods (e.g. 3D

transesophageal echo) and larger sample sizes might thus

come to different conclusions.
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